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INTRODUCTION

During the month of July, 1980, Siguoin and 
Hussey, geophysical contractors from Timmins, carried out 
a ground magnetic survey on a group of 4 contiguous claims 
in Warden Township, for Amax Minerals Exploration, of 
255 Algonquin Blvd. West, Timmins.

The total coverage over the 4 claims amounts to 
approximately 6 kilometers.

SURVEY EQUIPMENT

A proton precession total-field magnetometer, 
the Geometrics G-816 was^used for the survey. The instrument 
has a 1-gamma accuracy.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

All lines are approximately 400 feet [125 metres] 
apart, with the exception of Line B 1 , which was inserted 
"post facto" to fill in a gap between Lines B and C which 
diverge more than 125 metres apart over the northern portion 
of the grid.

Readings were taken every 12J metres, and tied 
into a common base station to correct for diurnal drift.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located near the eastern boundary 
of Warden and Milligan Townships. The claims are easily 
accessed from a major North-South dirt road to the east.

GENERAL AND PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The eastern portion of Warden Township is mostly 
covered with substantial accumulation of sand and gravel 
deposits and a major esker complexes run along the eastern 
boundary. Virtually nothing of a geological nature is known
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about the claims under discussion. From regional aero- 
magnetics [Preliminary Map No. 642] a major ENE trending 
intrusive dyke is inferred approximately about J mile north 
of the claim group. This same map suggests that the claim 
group falls to the west of a significant north-south oriented 
structural disruption.

A significant amount of drilling in the south- 
west portion of the township has revealed a succession of 
mostly intermediate to mafic volcanics.

PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

Two companies, Kennco Explorations Canada, and 
Imperial Oil, appear to have worked these claims before.

Kennco covered a large portion of the south-east 
portion of Warden Township but as the present claim group 
falls at the northern limit of their previous larger group 
of claims, it is suspected that their geophysical work in 
1964 [IP surveys] does not cover Amax's claims.

Imperial Oil conducted HEM and magnetics over 
Amax's present claim group in 1973? while following up a 
Geoterrex Otter AEM survey. They were not able to confirm 
a conductor on the ground.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The ground magnetic results are characterized 
in general by weak [10-20 gamma] and erratic variations 
from station to station. These variations are probably 
caused by minor concentrations of residual magnetite grains 
in the sand and gravel deposits which cover all four claims 
under discussion.

Superimposed on the above is a V-shaped, approx 
imately 50-gamma depression centred on claim L525643. It 
is difficult to relate this feature to the aeromagnetics 
over the property as the latter displays only broad-amplitude 
regional characteristics in the vicinity.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The magnetic survey indicates that no significant 
ly magnetic bedrock source exists on the 4 claims under 
discussion. The magnetic low in the south-east corner 
could be part of a larger, regional trend caused by a change 
in lithology or a structural disturbance.

No further work can be recommended on the basis 
of the magnetic survey.

Respectfully submitted,

AW/1 A. Watts.
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